Workplace Examination
Quarry/Pit

Date ____________

Initial

Roadways/Ramps - Ruts, Debris, Traffic control signs

Berms – Mid axle height, Strength to impede vehicle
Highwalls – Hazards at the top edge, back break
   loose material on face, evidence of sloughing
Drilling – Drill positioned perpendicular on stable ground
   Dust controls, drilling wet, PPE
   Fall restraints provided and used by driller
Loading – Loader perpendicular to wall on stable ground
   Drivers remaining in haul unit cabs
Crusher/Dump point – Berm, bumper block, signaling device
   mechanical device to handle blockage
   safe access to areas where maintenance is required
Sumps – Barricaded or bermed to impede vehicle access
   Safe access to pumps for maintenance
   life jackets provided and used

Comments:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________